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UNITED FIREFIGHTERS
of

LOS GELES CITY
Localll2 IAFF AFL-CIO-CLC

February 10, 2014

Dear Chairman Krekorian and Committee Members,

I am writing on behalf of the United Firefighters of Los Angeles City (UFLAC), representing more than
3,000 Firefighters, Paramedics,· Dispatchers, and Inspectors in the Los Angeles Fire Department.

UFLAC strongly disagrees with any recommendation to civilianize our dispatchers at the Metropolitan
Fire Communications (MFC) center. Expert reports have stated that changing the work hours and
possibly bringing in civilians to the Dispatch Center will actually cost the City more money and
compromise the quality of the work of our dispatchers. UFLAC also firmly believes that negotiations are
needed with our bargaining unit regarding civilianization of the Dispatch Center along with any proposed
work schedule changes.

As you are well-aware, the MFC facility is much more than a 9-1-1 call center, it is a "Command and
Control" center that tracks the availability of resources and oversees resource coverage across the entire
City in addition to managing emergency incidents. including situations when a Firefighter's safety is in
jeopardy. Dispatchers are emergency response professionals who have one of the toughest jobs in the
entire City safeguarding the public and Firefighters during emergency incidents. According to a 2011
report from Assistant Chief Daniel McCarthy, the former Commander of MFC, "The proper handling by
call-takers of Pre-Arrival Instructions can make the difference of life or death." When discussing the
critical nature of the work that dispatchers do on a daily basis, we cannot undervalue the experience,
knowledge, and skill-set that a sworn member of the Department brings from the field into this vital
position.

The report also states, "Civilianization of the MFC will likely be a very challenging and an expensive
undertaking due primarily to high attrition rates and training costs inherent with other dispatch centers.
Nationwide, dispatch centers with civifian staffing models experience critical staffing levels on a daily
basis." We cannot be shortsighted by making financial decisions that could cost us exponentially in the
long run. .

I have attached additional excerpts from reports by Chief McCarthy to the Department that present
several operational concerns with staffing changes at the MFC Center.

This is a complex issue that needs a great deal of discussion and I look forward to engaging with you in
the days to come. Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of this matter.
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Frank Lima, President
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LAFD Assistant Chief Daniel McCarthy on proposed staffing changes to the Fire
Dispatch Center:

"Implementing the attached plan prior to providing both a reNable CAD and Fire Station
Aferting system voatd be a tragedy to those !Il.e are svorn to protect."

"While the new staffing plan's configuration creates shift over/aps to allowthe flexibility to
increase dispatch floor staff during times of increased activity, it does not aflowfor a rapid
response of 26 dfspatch/ca/J takers needed to operate in the 'manual mode. m

"Since February 28, 2012, the date the Metropolitan Fire Dispatch Center lAentlive, 00

have called all 26 dispatcher/call takers to the floor 22 times. The majority of these times
l/l.erecaused by failure of the CAD, Fiber Conductivity, or Fire Station Alerling Systems."

"The maximum surge capacity is decreased during most time periods of the day."

"The result of not having enough staff on the aispeict: floor to ensver these emergency
calls is excessive wait times, delayed emergency response, and abandoned calls."

"The current CAD and operating system has had a long history of unexpected issues
requiring city-Illtide 'radio ootch; 'manual mode" operation, and on rare occasions 'area
command' of resources. During these times it is a challenge to maintain 9-1-1 calf
management efficiency and field resource situational status. Long call1M3ittimes or
'dropping' 9-1-1 calls and/or losing resource status poses a high risk to both public and
firefighter safety."

"Where it has the potential to fall short is on those rare significant events that are
unpredictable. "

"MFC is unlike mostdispatch centers in the voitd: It is not only a 9-1-1 telephone caff
center - it is a "Command and Control" component providing intelligence gathering and
management of emergency incidents and resource coverage throughout the city."

"Civilianization of the Metropolitan Fire Communication Center (MFC) VIiI! likely be a very
challenging and an expensive undertaMng due primarily to high attrition rates and
training costs inherent 1I'ithother dispatch centers. NationV1Jde,dispatch centers 'v1Iith
civilian staffing models experience critical staffing levels on a daily basis. "

''Attrition rates during actual training averages 50% Vtithattrition levels in maintaining
certified dispatchers in the 40% range. National averages for salary and benefits are
generally considered 'excellent' hovever, the stress revels associated with 9-1-1
call-taking is very high as compared to other types of employment."



"Another notable challenge next to the high attrition is the training time required for,
certdicetion as a LAFD calJ-taker. It is estimated that the time required 1M1lincrease
dramatically before certification as a dispatcher is accomplished. The current Computer
Assisted Dispatch (CAD) is primitive in desIgn as compared to the more efficient, user
friendly CAD systems available on the market. The existing CAD is far behind in
technological advances and wfll pose additional difficulties to a civilian staff"


